People

Some of the sample topics for this project are concerned with vulnerable populations of people who are at risk. These topics vary greatly but include: *people with special needs, the elderly, orphaned children, and children who are being abused*. These topics are all examples of people who those who have are capable of being easily injured because of a medical condition or their age. For example, people with special needs require extra assistance with tasks in their day-to-day life; the elderly and children face many obstacles regarding their health and care. When people are very old or very young they are more susceptible to illness and also require additional care because they are often unable to care for themselves entirely. Learn more about these people. Start your research by understanding the definitions of these groups of people. What are “special needs”? Who is considered elderly? What is an orphan? What is considered child abuse? Once you understand who these people are, you’ll be able to research topics related to their needs, health, and opportunities. Look at government initiatives and organizations dedicated to helping these groups of people. Examples of these initiatives and organizations include (but there are many more):

- [Abu Dhabi E-Government](#)
- [Government of Dubai](#)
- [UAE Initiative for Orphans and Minors](#)
- [Child Protection Campaign](#)